This paper deals with the domain of space modeling for mobile robotics. It offers a comparison of probabilistic and hiomimetic models of navigalion. Both approaches are shown to he quite complementary: while the probabilistic methods exploit sound theoretical grounds, they lack the modularity and, as a consequence, flexibility, of their hiomimetic counterparts. We propose a new formalism, called the Bayesian Map formalism, that attempts to bridge the gap between the two domains: it is based on Bayesian modeling and inference for defining the building blocks, and uses operators for building hierarchies of models.
INTRODUCTION
In robotics, modeling the environment that a robot has to face in a navigation task is a crucial problem, that bas received a lot of attention in the community. On the one hand, the most successful practical achievements have been obtained using methods based on the probabilistic calculus. Indeed, it offers a sound theoretical basis for handling incomplete models and uncertain information. On the other hand, biomimetic models of navigation, while not as widely applied as their probabilistic counterparts, are centered on the notion of hierarchical and modular models.
However, the state-of-the-art robotic applications are still largely outmatched by animal capabilities, when it comes to dealing with large scale environments and exhibiting complex navigation skills. While the advent of better technological tools (more precise sensors, more on-hoard computational power) will certainly help progressing toward that goal, we believe a conceptual breakthrough is still needed.
In this paper, we propose a possible marriage between prohahilistic and biomimetic models: the Bayesian Map formalism. It tries to benefit from both worlds. Being a generalization of the Markov Localization model, it is based on the probabilistic methodology. By defining operarors for combining Bayesian Maps, it brings modularity and the possibility of incrementally building hierarchies of models of space.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the Bayesian Robot Programming methodology, whose unique notation we use throughout the rest of the paper. Section III and Section IV briefly present the probabilistic and biomimetic models, respectively, and some of their most salient features. Section V discusses some of their strengths and weaknesses. It also provides the rationale for our Bayesian Map model, which is introduced Section VI. 
BAYESIAN ROBOT PROGRAMMING
One of the most general probabilistic modeling tool is arguably [ I ] the Bayesian Robotic Programming methodology.
We summarize it here, hut still invite the reader to refer to [Z] for all the details. In the BRP formalism, a bayesian robotic program is a structure (see Fig. I ) made of two components.
The first is a declarative component, where the user defines a description. The purpose of a description is to specify a method to compute a joint distribution over a set of relevant variables {XI, X,, . . . ,X,}, given a set of experimental data 6 and preliminary knowledge T . This joint distribution is denoted P(X1 X, . . . X, I 6 T ) . To specify this distribution, the programmer first lists the pertinent variables (and defines their domains), then decomposes the joint distribution as a product of simpler terms (possibly stating conditional independence hypotheses so as to simplify the model andor the computations), and finally, assigns forms to each term of the selected product (these forms can be parameuic forms, or recursive questions to other bayesian programs). If there are free parameters in the parameuic forms, they have to be assessed. They can be given by the programmer (a priori programming) or computed on the basis of a learning mechanism defined by the programmer and some experimental data 6.
The second component is of a procedural nature, and consists of using the previously defined description with a question, i.e. computing a probability distribution of the form P(Searched I Known). Answering a "question" consists in deciding a value for the variable Searched according to P(Searched I Known). It is well known that Bayesian inference is a very difficult problem, which may be practically intractable. But, as this paper is mainly concerned with modeling issues, we will assume that the inference problems are solved and implemented efficiently by the programmer. . Some of these papers define taxonomies of these approaches, by proposing some order which helps classifying them into families. One such taxonomy is presented Fig. 2 . It is based on a general-to-specific ordering: for example, it shows that the Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) are a specialization of the Bayesian Network formalism, tailored for taking into account time series. We can see Fig. 2 subtrees !hat correspond to different specialization strategies. In the remainder of this section, we will focus on the Markov Localization subtree, which corresponds to specializing DBNs by the choice of a four variable model.
The ML model is basically a HMM with an additional action variable. Indeed, it seems relevant in the robotic programming domain, since robots obviously can affect their states via motor commands. The stationary model of a HMM is basically the decomposition P(Ot St and an angle 0 for the orientation of the robot. Assuming a grid cell size of 50 n, an environment of 50 x 50 m2, and a 5' angle resolution entails a state space of 720,000 states. Using some specialized techniques and assumptions, it is possible to make this model tractable.
For example, the forms of the probabilistic model can be implemented using sets of particles. These approximate the probability distributions involved in Fig. 3 , which leads to an efficient position estimation. This specialization is called the Monte Carlo Markov Localization model (MCML, [ 141).
Another possibility is to use a Kalman Filter as a specialization of the ML model, in which variables are continuous.
The action model P(St I At St-l) and the observation model P(Ot 1 St) are both specified using Gaussian laws with means that are linear functions of the conditioning variables. Due to these hypotheses, it is possible to analytically solve the inference problem to answer the localization question. This leads to an extremely efficient algorithm that explains the popularity of Kalman Filters.
IV. BIOMIMETIC MODELS OF NAVIGATION
Very early in their analysis, biomimetic models of navigation dispute the classical view of robotic navigation, which is inherited from marine navigation. In this view, solving a navigation task basically amounts to answering the questions of Levitt While a valid first decomposition of the navigation task into subtasks, these questions have usually led to models that require a globol model of the environment, which allows the robot to localize itself (the first questions), to infer spatial relationships between the current recognized location and other locations (the second questions), and to plan a sequence of actions to move in the environment (the third questions). These skills amount to the first two phases of the "perceive, plan, act" classical model of robotic control.
When studying living beings, the existence of such a unique and global representation that would solve these three questions is very problematic. This seems obvious even for simple animals like bees and ants. For instance, the desert ant caraglyphis outdoor navigation capabilities are widely studied, and rely on the use of the polarization patterns of the sky 1171. But it is clear that such a strategy is useless for navigating in their nest; this calls for another navigation strategy, and another internal model. The existence of a unique representation it is also doubtful for human beings. The navigation capabilities of humans are based on internal models of their environment (cognitive maps), hut their nature, number and complexities are still largely debated (see for instance 1181, 1191, for entry points into the huge literature associated to this domain).
As a consequence, biomimetic approaches assume, right from the start, the existence of a hierarchy of representations.
The hierarchies of models proposed in the biomimetic literature (1201, 1211, 1221, 1231) have several aspects: they are hierarchies of increasing navigation skills, but also of increasing scale of the represented environment, of increasing time scale of the associated movements, and of increasing complexity of representations. This last aspect means that topologic representations, which are simple, come at a lower level than global metric representations, which are arguably more complex to build and manipulate. This ordering stems from at least two observations. The first one is that animals that are able to use shortcuts and detours (skills that require a metric model) are rather complex animals, like dogs and monkeys. These skills seem to be mostly absent from simpler animals, like invertebrates. The second observation is that children seem to build topological representations earlier than metric ones in their development process.
The resulting proposed hierarchies show a striking resemblance. We present the salient and common features of these hierarchies by summarizing the Spatial Semantic Hierarchy (SSH) proposed by Kuipers 1201, [23] . It is, to the hest of our knowledge, the only biomimetic approach that was applied to obtain a complete and integrated robotic control model.
The SSH essentially consists of four hierarchical levels: the control level, the causal level, the topological level, and the metrical level.
The control level is a set of reactive behaviors, which are control laws deduced from differential equations. These behaviors describe how to move the robot for it to reach an extremum of some gradient measure. This extremum can be zero-dimensional: a point in the environment, called a locally distinctive state. The associated behavior is called a hillclimbing law. The extremum can also be one-dimensional (a line or curve in the environment), in which case the behavior is called a trajectory-following law. Provided that any trajectoryfollowing law guarantees amving in a place where a hill-climbing law can be applied, then alternating laws of both types displace the robot in a repetitive fashion. This solves the problem of the accumulation of odometry errors. The control level is also referred to as the guidance level 1211, 1221.
Given the control level, the environment can be structured and summarized by the locations of locally distinctive states and the trajectories used to go from one such state to another. This abstraction takes place in the causal level, which is the second level of the hierarchy of representations. Unlike the control level, it allows the robot to memorize relationships between places that are outside of the current perceptive horizon (what is part of the way-finding capabilities, in other terminologies 1211, 1221). To do so, Kuipers abstracts locally distinctive places as views V, the application of lower level hehaviors as actions A, and defines schemas as tuples (V, A, V') (expressed as first-order logic predicates). The schemas have two meanings. The first is a procedural meaning: "when the robot is in V, it must apply action A." This aspect of the schemas is equivalent to the recognition-triggered response level of the other hierarchies 1211, [22] , or to the potential field approaches, or to other goal-oriented methods. But the second meaning of schemas is a declarative one, where (V, A , V') stands for: "applying action A from view V brings eventually the robot at view V'." This allows using the schemas for prediction of future events, or in a planning process, for example.
The goal of the topological level is to create a globally consistent representation of the environment, as structured by places, paths and regions. These are extracted from lower level schemas, by an abduction process, which creates the minimum number of places, paths and regions so as to be consistent with the known schemas. Places are zero-dimensional pans of the environment, which can be abstractions of lower level views, or abstractions of regions (for higher-level topological models). Paths are one-dimensional, are oriented, and can be built upon one or more schemas. Finally, regions are twodimensional subspaces, delimited by paths. It must be noted that, since the accumulation of odometry error problem was dealt with at the control level, building a globally consistent topological representation (i.e. solving the global connectivity problem) is much easier. To do so, Kuipers proposes an exploration strategy, the rehearsal procedure, which, unfortunately, relies on a bound on the exploration time, and is not well suited for dynamic environments. The places and paths of the obtained topological representation can be used for solving planning queries using classical graph-searching algorithms.
The last level is the metrical level, in which the topological graph is cast into a unique global reference frame. 
v. THEORETICAL COMPARISON

A. What mathematical formalism?
A major drawback of the biomimetic model presented previously is that it uses a variety of formalisms for expressing knowledge: differential equations and their solutions for the control level, first-order logic and deterministic algorithms for higher-level layers of the hierarchy.
This makes it difficult to theoretically justify the consistency and correctness of the mechanisms for communication between the layers of the hierarchy. In some cases, it even limits and constraints the contents of the layers: for instance, the SSH model requires that the behaviors of the control level guarantee that the robot reaches the neighborhood of a given locally distinctive state. In our view, this constraint is barely acceptable for any kind of realistic robotic scenario. Consider dynamic environments: how to guarantee that a robot will reach a room, if the door on the way can be closed?
We take as a starting point of our analysis that the best formalism for expressing incomplete knowledge and dealing with uncertain information is the probabilistic formalism 1241. This gives us a clear and rigorous mathematical foundation for our models. ?e probability distributions are our unique tool for the expression and manipulation of knowledge, and in particular, for ttie communication between submodels. We will thus argue in favor of hierarchical probabilistic models.
B. Hierarchical probabilistic models
This idea is not a breakthrough: in the domain of probabilistic modeling for robotics, hierarchical solutions are currently flourishing. The more active domain in this regard is decision theoretic planning: one can find variants of MDPs that accommodate hierarchies or that select automatically the partition of the state-space (see for instance [25], [26] , or browse through the references in 1271). More exceptionally, one can find hierarchical POMDPs, as in 1271. Some hierarchical approaches outside of the MDP community include Hierarchical HMMs and their variants (see (71 and references therein), which, unfortunately, rely on the notion of final state of the automata. Another class of approaches relies on the extraction of a graph from a probabilistic model, like for example a Markov Localization model 1281, or a MDP [291.
Using such deterministic notions is inconvenient in a purely probabilistic approach, as we are pursuing here.
Moreover, the main philosophy used by all the previous approaches is to try to extract, from a very complex but intractable model, a hierarchy of smaller models (structural decomposition, see 1271).
Again, this comes from the classical robotic approach, where the process of perception (in particular, the localization) is assumed to be independent of the processes of planning and action. A model such as the ML model (Fig. 3) is only concerned with localization, not control: therefore its action variable At is actually only used as an input to the model. In this view, a pivotal representation is used between the perception and planning subproblems. It is classically assumed that the more precise this pivotal model, the better. Unfortunately, when creating integrated robotic applications, dealing with both the building of maps and their use is necessary. Some authors have realized, at this stage, that their global metric maps were too complex to be easily manipulated. Therefore, they have tried to degrade their maps, that was so difficult to obtain initially, by extracting graphs from their probabilistic models, for instance [28]. This problem is also the core of the robotic planning domain, where the given description of the environment is assumed to be an infinitely precise geometrical model. The difficulty is to discretize this intractable, continuous model, into a finite model [301, 1311, 1321, 1331 (typically, in the form of a graph).
C. Toward Bayesian Maps
We propose to pursue an alternate route, investigating how, starting from a set of simple models, one can combine them for building more complex models. Such an incremental development approach allows us to depart from the classical "perceive, plan, act" loop, considering instead hierarchies built upon many imbricate models, each of them deeply rooted into lower level sensory and motor relationships.
The Bayesian Robotic Programming methodology offers exactly the formal tool that is needed to transfer information from one program to another in a theoretically rigorous fashion. We have seen Section II that, in a Bayesian Robotic Program, a form of a description c1 could be defined as a probabilistic question to another description I?. Depending on the way questions are used to link subprograms, several different operators can be created, each with specific semantics: for instance, in the framework of behavior based robotics, Lebeltel has defined behavior combination, hierarchical behavior composition, behavior sequencing, sensor model fusion operators. He has also applied these successfully to realize a complex watchman robot behavior using a control architecture involving four hierarchical levels 121.
This allows to solve a global robotic task problem by first, decomposing it into subproblems, then, writing a Bayesian Robot Program for each subproblem, and finally, combining these subprograms. This method makes robot programming similar to structured computer programming. So far in our work, we let the programmer do this analysis: relevant intermediary representations can be imagined, or copied from living beings. We propose to apply this strategy to the mapbased navigation of mobile robots. The submodels can be submaps, in the spatial sense (i.e. covering a pan of the global environment), or in the subtask sense (i.e. modeling knowledge necessary for solving part of the global navigation task), or even in less familiar senses (e.g. modeling panial knowledge from pan of the sensorimotor apparatus).
Our approach is therefore based on a formalism for building models of the space in which a robot has to navigate, called the Bayesian Map model, that allows to build submodels which provide behaviors as resources. We also define Operators for combining such maps together in a hierarchical manner.
VI. BAYESIAN MAPS A. Definition
A Bayesian Map c is a description that defines a joint P is a perception variable (the robot reads its values from physical sensors or lower level vanables),
Lt is a location variable at time t, Ll, is a variable having the same domain as Lt, hut at time t' (without loss of generality, let us assume t' > t),
. and A is an action variable (the robot writes commands distribution P(P Lt Lt, A), where:
on this variable). The choice of decomposition is not constrained: any probabilistic dependency structure can therefore be chosen here: see the recent [34] for an example of how this leverage can lead to interesting new models. Finally, the definition of forms and the learning mechanism (if any) are not constrained, either.
We now invite the reader to verify that the Markov Localization model is a special case of the Bayesian Map model by comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . This is also the case for KFs ot MCML, since they are specialization of ML models.
Bayesian Maps can therefore accommodate many different forms, depending on the needs or information at hand a Bayesian Map can be structured like a real valued Kalman Filter for tracking the angle and distance to some feature when it is available. If that feature is not present, or in cases where the linearity hypotheses fail, we can use another Bayesian Map, which need not be a Kalman Filter (for example, based on a symbolic variable).
A consequence is that hierarchies built of Bayesian Maps can thus be hierarchies of Markov Localization models, hierarchies of Kalman Filters, etc. Moreover, heterogeneous hierarchies of these models can he imagined ML over KFs, or even n KFs and one ML model, which, in our view, would be a formally satisfying alternative to [35].
For a Bayesian Map to be useable in practice, we need the description to he rich enough to generate behaviors. We call elementary behavior any question of the form P(A' I X), where Ai is a subset of A, and X a subset of the other variables of the map (i.e., not in Ai). A behavior can be not elementary, for example if it is a sequence of elementary behaviors, or, in more general terms, if it is based on elementary behaviors and some other knowledge (which need not be expressed in terms of maps).
For a Bayesian Map to be interesting, we will also require that it generates several behaviorsotherwise, defining just a single behavior instead of a map is enough. Such a map is therefore a resource, based on a location variable relevant enough to solve a class of tasks: this internal model of the world can he reified. 
B. Putting Bayesian Maps togetlier
In P(A' I X) , with Ai G A, X C ( { p , L t , L t , , A ) The main idea behind the abstraction operator is to build a Bayesian Map c whose different locations are other Bayesian Maps c1, c2, . . . , c". Intuitively, it can help to imagine maps c' that cover different parts of the environment, although this is by no means enforced by the mathematical definition of the operator. With this picture in mind, we see that combining such submaps will lead to defining a higher level representation, in the sense that it covers a larger part of the environment that any individual model. In turn, this helps solving larger scale navigation tasks.
The location variable of the abstract map takes n possible symbolic values, one for each underlying map c'. Recall that Bayesian Maps are designed for generating behaviors.
Let us note a', a', . . . ,ak the k behaviors defined in the n underlying maps. In the abstract map, these behaviors can be used for linking the locations c'. The action variable of the abstract map therefore takes k possible symbolic values, one for each behavior of the underlying maps. In order to build an abstract map having n locations, the programmer has to have previously defined n lower level maps, which generate k behaviors. The numbers n a n d k are therefore small, and so the abstract map deals with a small internal space, having retained of each underlying map only a symbol, and having "forgonen" all their details (the "abstraction" mechanism). The details of the abstraction operator are described in details elsewhere [36].
The main idea behind the superposition operator is that it combines together several maps that describe the same geographical space. Intuitively, it puts together Bayesian Maps by superposing each map's set of possible locations. Therefore the robot localizes itself in all the models simultaneously, giving it a richer "vocabulary" for describing its environment. Building complex models out of simpler ones in this fashion can he useful, for example when different sensory modalities are used by a robot, and have to he mixed.
The Superposition operator exists in several variants. The simpler case is when the combination does not add knowledge to the obtained Bayesian Map, with respect to the initial maps: the probabilistic forms of the obtained map are either taken from underlying maps, or are uniform distributions. While still assuming much independence between the underlying maps, the obtained map has the advantage that it can be built automatically. This initial map can then be refined through experience: it can be used to navigate the environment and collect experimental data. This data can be used to relax independence assumptions made between the underlying maps, and identify their particular interplay by a learning mechanism.
Practical details about this operator are to be found in [37].
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented the Bayesian Map formalism: it is a generalization of most probabilistic models of space found in the literature, with an emphasis on hierarchies of models. We have argued that this formalism tries to bridge the gap between the probabilistic and biomimetic models of navigation. The resulting hierarchical models are built upon imbricate sensorimotor relationship that provide behaviors, thus departing from the classical "perceive, plan, act" control loop.
An obvious limitation of our approach is that it currently requires apmgrammer to analyze the navigation task to solve into subproblems. In the study of animal navigation, whether this analysis is of a phylogenetic or ontogenetic nature is an interesting question.
Although we are only at the beginning of this research track, we do believe it is a promising one, and hope it will spark some interest in the community as well.
